Abstract-A model of a flexible manipulator is developed with considering the geometrical nonlinearity and the effect of gravity. The model can be divided into a flexible dynamic subsystem and a rigid dynamic subsystem, and a decomposed dynamic control (DDC) including flexible dynamic control and rigid dynamic control is proposed for a controller design of the flexible manipulator. The flexible dynamic control has been investigated for a desired trajectory using an optimization, and the optimization is valid method to deal with nonlinear problems but dependent on the accuracy of models. There are errors in models and other factors causing disturbances inevitably, so that the rigid dynamic control is expected with enough robustness to overcome the uncertain problem. In this paper, the proposed controller does not only track the desired trajectory, but also further suppresses the residual vibration to improve performance of control. A hybrid sliding mode control (HySMC) is proposed to track the desired trajectory and provide a compensator for further vibration suppression. This paper mainly presents the theoretical design and experimental verification of the proposed controller.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decades, many researchers have investigated control problems of flexible manipulators. In 2003, Benosman and Vey [1] presented a survey on the control of flexible manipulators, pointing out that the control tasks can be mainly classified into four objectives: point-to-point motion problems, positioning at a fixed time, tracking angular trajectories and tracking the desired Cartesian trajectories.
Present research treats flexible manipulators with two rigid links and a flexible beam. Rotation of the joints enables the rigid motion, and the vibration of the flexible manipulator causes the flexible motion. The flexible vibration arises with the rotation, and the suppression of the residual vibration also involves the motion of the joints. The control task belongs to the second objectives in this research.
A model and vibration analysis of the flexible manipulator considering the geometrical nonlinearity and the effect of gravity were proposed by authors [2] . The vibration analysis implies that the flexible manipulator is a nonlinear system and the inversion of inertia matrix exists singularity. Singh and Schy [3] introduced an inverse control with two decoupled systems. Kwon and Book [4] presented an inverse dynamic control with a transformation of the direct dynamic equations into two parts. This transformation can avoid the singular Manuscript received September 30, 2010. The authors are with the Graduate School of Engineering, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan, corresponding author (Haibin Yin) e-mail: chinaliuyin@ mech-hm.eng.hokudai.ac.jp.
problem (the singular inversion of inertia matrix) in the forward dynamic calculation based on the model of the flexible manipulator. The model of the flexible manipulator is divided into two subsystems: a rigid dynamic subsystem and a flexible dynamic subsystem. On the basis of this division, a decomposed dynamic control (DDC) including a flexible dynamic control and a rigid dynamic control is proposed. In the flexible dynamic control, the controller is designed to implement an optimal planning of trajectories based on the flexible dynamic subsystem. In the rigid dynamic control, a number of well developed techniques can be used to perform the tracking task based on the rigid dynamic subsystem. The flexible dynamic control using an optimization for a desired trajectory has been proposed by authors [5] , this paper mainly deals with investigation of the rigid dynamic control tracking the desired trajectory with robustness.
The sliding mode control (SMC) was widely used as a robust method [6] and has been used in many fields, such as spacecrafts, motors, robots and process control and so on. Song and Itik [7] , [8] estimated the active vibration suppression by using smart materials based on the SMC. In their research, the rigid motion was not considered. Hu and Ma [9] used smart materials to suppress vibration and estimated the rigid rotation by using SMC.
The number of state variables for the flexible manipulator, which is a typical under-actuated system, is generally more than the number of the actuators. Wilson et al [10] have proposed that an augmented sliding surface includes an enhanced term that helps to reject flexible vibration. They defined the method as augmented sliding mode control (ASMC). Wang et al [11] have presented a hierarchical sliding mode control (HSMC) for a class of under-actuated systems. In their research, the first level sliding surface is a conventional sliding surface and the second level sliding surface is an augmented sliding surface.
The augmented sliding surface of an under-actuated system is expressed as a special equation which consists of the actuated states and the under-actuated states. The augmented sliding mode surfaces in the reported ASMC and HSMC have not shown the damping relationship between the actuated states and the under-actuated states.
In this research, a modified augmented sliding surface is used to design a controller, and the sliding mode control based on this augmented sliding surface is termed hybrid sliding mode control (HySMC). The flow chart of the control scheme is shown in Fig. 1 . The HySMC is used to track the desired trajectory (θ d ) and further eliminate the residual vibration (q). A coordinate system of the flexible manipulator in this research is shown in Fig. 2 . The model consists of two rigid links and a flexible beam with a tip mass. The O-XY coordinate denotes the inertial reference frame and is fixed in a slope plane which forms an angle α with the direction of the gravity vector. The o3-x3y3 is the local coordinate system fixed on the second rigid link, where o3 is a fixed point connecting the second rigid link and the flexible beam.
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The first link has a length of 2l1, and 1 is the rotational angle of joint1 at the torque τ1; m1 is mass of the first link.
Similarly, the second link has a length of 2l2, and 2 is the rotational angle of joint2 at the torque τ2, m2 is mass of the second link. The flexible beam is fixed on the second link and is a homogeneous isotropic beam with constant cross-section.
Line density and length of the beam are represented by  and l3, and the tip mass is m4. The position vectors r1, r2, r4, and r3 correspond to the centers of gravity of the first link, the second link, the tip mass and an infinitesimal element of the flexible beam at position x on the x3 axis, respectively. Moments of inertia J1, J2 are calculated about the centers of gravity of the first link and the second link. The displacement of the flexible beam at an arbitrary point x is represented by ν.
In this paper, the flexible dynamic process is estimated by using the description of deformation considering geometrical nonlinearity by Yin et al [2] . The position vector r3 of the flexible beam with respect to the inertial reference frame at an arbitrary location x can be expressed by: 
The displacement of vibration is expanded in a finite series form as follows:
where (x) is the modal function and q(t) is the modal coordinate.
The kinetic energy (K) and the potential energy (P) of the flexible manipulator are described as the following formula: Governing equations of the flexible manipulator are derived by using the Hamilton's principle.
where δL=δK-δP, δW=1δ1+2δ2;
. / 
where M ** and K * are the mass and stiffness matrices, respectively; C * is the nonlinear force/torque vector including gravity, and d * is the external disturbance. The state vectors and input torque vectors are described as:
where θi is the ith joint angle; qi is the l×1 vector of modal coordinates for the flexible motion of the ith link. When the ith link is assumed as rigid, the modal coordinates (qi) vanish.
The project investigates the accurate position and vibration suppression of the flexible manipulator under fast motion. The modeling and vibration analysis of the flexible manipulator imply that the system is strongly nonlinear and the inversion of inertia matrix of the dynamic equations exist a singularity [2] . The non-minimum phase characteristics lead to the singular problem. The forward calculation is not globally stable, but is dependent on the choice of parameters. If there is a singular problem, it creates a challenge in designing a stable controller when applying the dynamic equations of the system.
To avoid the difficulty, the dynamic equations of the flexible manipulator are decomposed into a flexible dynamic Fig. 3 The diagram of control schemes of plant subsystem (7a) and a rigid dynamic subsystem (7b). The two nominal subsystems are described as:
where matrices with ^ represent their nominal values.
On the basis of the decomposition of the full system into these two subsystems, a control scheme is proposed for the controller design, which is termed decomposed dynamic control (DDC) including a flexible dynamic control and a rigid dynamic control. The flexible dynamic control involves developing the desired trajectory based on the flexible dynamic subsystem. The rigid dynamic control aims at tracking the desired trajectory with robustness and the ability of disturbance rejection based on the rigid dynamic subsystem. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the DDC. Firstly, an optimization is applied to solve the desired trajectory based on the flexible dynamic subsystem in the flexible dynamic control. Secondly, the desired trajectory is tracked by using the HySMC based on the rigid dynamic subsystem. In the HySMC, the flexible deformation is measured to further suppress the residual vibration which is a compensator. The DDC method can clearly express the dynamic motion of flexible manipulators, and so can fully utilize the advantages of each control strategy matching with the motion. The flexible dynamic control using an optimization has been addressed by authors [5] and the desired trajectory is given. This paper focuses on the rigid dynamic control tracking the desired trajectory with robustness.
III. CONTROLLER DESIGN

A. The Review of Sliding Mode Control
Sliding mode control (SMC) is widely used to design controller of uncertain systems [12] . The SMC is insensitive to the variation of parameter and a useful method in dealing with uncertain systems [13] . Figure 4 shows a phase plot and Figure 4(a) is the phase plot of error space and Fig. 4(b) gives the time response of error state during sliding phase. From the phase plot, we can know that the process of the SMC consists of reaching phase and sliding phase. The two processes are relative to two assignments on the design of sliding mode controller: the design of sliding surface and the choice of reaching law. Firstly, a sliding surface is designed and decides an ideal convergent law of controller. In the case of linear sliding surface shown in Fig. 4(a) , there is an ideal exponential convergent law given in Fig. 4(b) . However, the actual characteristics of convergence are asymptotic because of the chattering phenomenon. The chattering phenomenon is caused by the variable structure control input and inertia of device and leaves the states of system off the sliding surface. For this problem, another main assignment is the choice of reaching law which can drive the states back to the sliding surface.
To state the design of controller conveniently, the general description of SMC is reviewed as follows. A sliding surface which is an equation of error space is designed. The mathematic formula of the sliding surface is commonly expressed as:
An equivalent control input can be obtained by solving the following differential equation, which is termed the equivalent principle. As we know, there exist the error of model and external disturbance inevitably, so the states of system will leave the sliding mode surface if only at work of the equivalent control input. An appropriate reaching law is needed to enable the sates of system back to the sliding surface, and a variable structure control input can be obtained by solving the following differential equation. The total control input, which consists of an equivalent control and a variable structure control, are described as follows: A continuous hyperbolic tangent function replaces the discrete sign function to avoid the chattering problem [7] . The modified reaching law is given as:
B. Hybrid Sliding Mode Control
In this section, a hybrid sliding mode control (HySMC) is proposed to deal with accurate positioning and vibration suppression for the flexible manipulator. The controller is designed based on the rigid dynamic subsystem (7b), which can be rewritten into an equation as follows: 
The components of the rigid dynamic model are defined as the following formula:
where I is a 2×2 identity matrix, and the uncertainty of rigid dynamic subsystem satisfies the following inequality [13] . 2 , 1 ,
Equation (12) denotes that the rigid subsystem is a typical under-actuated system. During the process of control, the input torques of joints not only converge the angle to required position but also damp the flexible vibration.
An augmented sliding surface composed of the angular states and modal states, which contributes to the simultaneous convergence of the full order states, is proposed. The augmented sliding surface implies the damping relationship between the angular error states (S1) and the modal error states (S2), which is expressed as: The controller aims at suppressing the residual vibration. The desired values of the flexible states is assumed to be equal to zero, namely qd=0. By using the equivalent control principle (9) and substituting (12) , (13) 
Besides the equivalent control terms, the total control should include some robust terms. To obtain the variable structure control input, the reaching law (11) is applied as follows:
where A•tanh(S) is a 2×1 vector, which is defined as follows:
The variable structure control input can be obtained as:
The control input of HySMC includes the equivalent control and variable structure control; substituting (13) into (18) and (22), the control law is obtained as:
(23) In order to determine the vector A, Lyapunov's energy function is designed as follows:
The vector A which satisfies the inequality of Lyapunov's stability condition is derived in detail as follows: To satisfy the Lyapunov's stability condition, an equivalent inequality is given as following description:
where i=1,2. The set of inequalities can be rewritten as a matrix formula: 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To verify the validity of the proposed controller, an experiment is implemented in this section. The experimental setup is composed of a single flexible beam with a rotational joint as shown in Fig. 5 , in this case, the dimension of the proposed controller is i=1.
The flexible beam was mounted at a hub fixed on the flange of an AC motor SGMJV01ADAH701 (Yaskawa Electric Corp.). A strain gauge was pasted on the flexible beam close to the hub to measure the deformation of the flexible beam. The signal of the strain was amplified by a dynamic strain amplifier DC204Ra (Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Co. Ltd.). A real time processor DSP7100 (Mtt Corp.) was used to process the algorithm, DSP7100 has a 32bit non cyclical counter to compute the angular position by obtaining the encoder signal of the servo motor. The code for the control program was written in C language and downloaded into the DSP by a network cable, additionally, it was also possible to monitor and obtain data of the motion with the PC.
The main mechanical properties are: the mass density of the beam ρ=7.70×10 3 kg/m³ , the cross-section area of the beam A=1.85×10 -5 m 2 , the Young's modulus E=200 Gpa, and the moment of inertia I=5.40×10 -13 m 4 . The beam length and 
The flexible beam rotated from -π/2 (horizontal position) to 0 (vertical position) along the desired trajectory in the experiments. During the rotation, the flexible beam was affected by gravity. A nonlinear filter [14] was used to estimate the v  and v  of the proposed controller (23) in this experiment. The gain's values in the proposed controller (HySMC) were set as follows: A1=40 rad/s 2 , k1=10 s -1 and γ1=20 m -1 . To compare the performances of controllers, a PD feedback control and a conventional SMC (γ1=0) were used to track the desired trajectory too. In the feedback control SMC (γ1=0) and PD, only the desired trajectory was tracked, disregarding the residual vibration. The results of experiment are shown in Figs. 7-9 . Figure 7 shows the desired trajectory and three tracked trajectories, and Fig. 8 shows tracking errors from the desired trajectory. As seen in Fig. 7 , the trajectory with PD control almost overlaps with the desired trajectory. As seen in Fig. 8 , the tracking error of the trajectory with SMC is largest among the three tracking methods. Figure 9 shows measured strains (ε) that represents the vibration displacement (v) of a fixed point on the flexible beam. If the controller tracks the desired trajectory exactly, the motion with no vibration should be obtained theoretically. The PD control tracked the desired trajectory more exactly than the conventional SMC did. The residual vibration based on the PD control is smaller than the residual vibration based on the conventional SMC as shown in Fig. 9 . This implies that the optimization (desired trajectory) is valid to reduce vibration.
The PD control tracked the desired trajectory with small error but cannot suppress the residual vibration completely; however the HySMC tracked the desired trajectory with moderate error but can suppress the residual vibration significantly. This implies that the optimization cannot completely suppress the residual vibration due to the uncertain factors in models [5] , and that the HySMC can track the desired trajectory and suppress the residual vibration well even with the error of model and external disturbance.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
This report has presented dynamic equations of a flexible manipulator considering the geometrical nonlinearity and the effect of gravity, and proposes a decomposed dynamic control (DDC) in the design of the controller of the flexible manipulator. The DDC consists of flexible dynamic control and rigid dynamic control. This report has focused on the rigid dynamic control based on the rigid dynamic subsystem.
The desired trajectory was given as a function of time in this paper, which has been obtained by using an optimization based on the flexible dynamic subsystem. The accurate trace of the desired trajectory can reduces the residual vibration but don't completely suppress the residual vibration.
The HySMC based on the rigid dynamic subsystem was proposed for tracking the desired trajectory and further vibration suppression. The results of experiments show that the HySMC has enough robustness and fast convergent property even the effect of nonlinearity due to gravity. 
